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A B S T R A C T 
We study a parabolic-elliptic chemotactic system describing the evolution of a population's 
density "u" and a chemoattractant's concentration "v". The system considers a non-
constant chemotactic sensitivity given by "/(JV — u)", for JV > 0, and a source term of 
logistic type "Xu(\ — u)". The existence of global bounded classical solutions is proved for 
any / > 0, JV > 0 and X > 0. By using a comparison argument we analyze the stability of 
the constant steady state u = \,v = 1, for a range of parameters. 
- For JV > 1 and NX > 2 / , any positive and bounded solution converges to the steady 
state. 
- For JV < 1 the steady state is locally asymptotically stable and for /JV < X, the steady 
state is globally asymptotically stable. 
1. Introduction 
Chemotaxis is the biological phenomenon whereby living organisms respond to a chemical substance by motion and 
rearrangement. One of the first mathematical models of chemotaxis was introduced by Keller and Segel [1] after Patlak [2]. 
The Patlak/Keller-Segel model considers a system of two parabolic equations while other authors have considered parabolic-
ode or parabolic-elliptic systems of equations (see the review article of Horstmann [3] and the references therein for 
details). Keller and Segel [1] proposed a general model of partial differential equations for a population's density "u" and a 
chemoattractant's concentration "v" 
ut = V • (Vu - ux (v)Vv) + g(u), 
evt — Av =f(u, v). 
Hillen and Painter [4] consider an extension to the previous models introducing the effects of the finite size of individual cells 
and the employment of cell density sensing mechanisms "volume filling". The model has been formally derived by Painter 
and Hillen [5] for a nonlinear diffusion and a cross-diffusion term of the form ux(u, v)Vv instead of the term ux(v)Vv 
used in classical models; see also [6,16,17] and the reference therein for more details. The authors introduced a probabilistic 
approach to arrive at the following model 
ut = V • [<j(u) — uq'(u)Vu — uq(u)x(u)Vt;] + g(u, v), 
evt — Av =f(u, v), 
where "q" represents the probability that a cell finds space at its neighboring location. In [4] the authors consider the case 
q(u)=D(N-u), (1.1) 
which gives a constant diffusion coefficient DN. Notice that up to the threshold value "N" the chemotaxis term is negative 
and the individuals move to a lower concentration of chemoattractant. The change of sign in q characterized the system 
which may evolve from positive to negative taxis or vice versa. 
The growth term "g" in the first equation is defined by a logistic function and after normalization, g has the following 
expression 
g{u)=ku{\-u). (1.2) 
Growth effects in chemotaxis systems has been considered to study the large time behavior. In absence of growth terms with 
constant chemosensitivity, the solution of the parabolic-elliptic system blows up at finite time in dimension 2 for a range of 
initial masses (see for instance Horstman [3] and Velazquez [7]). Growth terms may prevent blow up in chemotaxis systems, 
as shown by the numerous examples existing in the literature. For instance, in Osaki, Tsujikawa, Yagi and Mimura [8], the 
logistic growth in a two dimensional parabolic-parabolic chemotaxis system drives the solution to an exponential attractor 
in a suitable space. In Winkler [9], growth t e rms / e W|QC°°(R) satisfying/(S) < a — jis2 for fi > /x0(a) shows global 
existence of solutions with no dimensional restrictions, i.e. n > 1. Similar result for the parabolic-elliptic problem can be 
found in Mimura and Tsujikawa [10] (see also [11] and [15]). 
Notice that the threshold value in the chemotaxis and logistic terms N and 1 are not necessarily equal. The sign of the 
difference of these values gives a different analysis of the stability of the constant steady states (see Section 3 in present 
paper for details). 
Different authors consider a fast diffusion process for the chemoattractant substance and simplify the parabolic equation 
describing the evolution of v by an elliptic equation taking e = 0 (see for instance Velazquez [7] or Wang, Winkler and 
Wrzosek [12]). The equation is simplified by the following one 
—Aw = / ( u , v). 
In numerous biologically relevant processes, the chemical substance is produced by the individuals of the population and 
the function/ satisfies 
3/ 
— > 0. 
du 
As in the classical Keller-Segel system we consider a degradation of v and simplify the term / by the linear expression 
f(u, v) = f0u — f\v and without loss of generality we assume/0 = /i = 1. Then the distribution of chemoattractant is 
governed by the linear elliptic equation of the form 
—Aw + v = u. 
We consider a "volume filling" model with fast diffusion process for the chemical substance with logistic growth term. 
The problem is given by a parabolic-elliptic system defined over a bounded domain Q with regular boundary 3J2: 
\ut - Au = - x V • (u(N - u ) V i ) +A.u(l - u ) , x e Q, t > 0, 
{-Aii + ii = u, x e J 2 , r > 0 , ( ' 
with the Neumann boundary conditions 
du dv 
— = — = 0 , X G 3 I 2 , r > 0 (1.4) 
3n 3n 
and the initial data 
u(0,x) = u0(x), x G Q. (1.5) 
We also consider that the initial data satisfies 
u0&C2'a(j2) and — = 0. 3n 
The main result of the paper is the asymptotic stability of the constant steady state u = v = 1, for a range of parameters 
and initial data u0. The result is enclosed in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let fi > 0 such that /3 < u0,for x e Q. Then 
1. i/N > land AN > 2x, 
2. if N < 1 and either: 
X > x or P > N or p — max{max{u0}, l}x + X > 0 
then, the solution (u, v) to (1.3) satisfies 
II" - 111 LOO (A) + || ii - 1||LOO(«) - • 0 as t -> oo. 
In order to proof the theorem and analyze the stability of the problem, we introduce two auxiliary functions u, u as the 
solutions of a system of ODE's. Since standard comparison arguments cannot be applied due to the sign variability of the 
chemotactic sensitivity, we introduce a comparison argument to obtain u < u < u in Section 3. In Section 3.5 we analyze 
the system of ODE's to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the barrier functions. In Section 4 the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions is presented using the results of Section 3.5 as a priori estimates. The paper ends with a corollary of Theorem 1.1 
concerning the steady states of the system. 
Remark 1.2. If the logistic term in (1.3) is replaced by a continuous function^ : R -> R such thatg(O) > 0 and there exists 
k > 0 such that 
(g(x) - g ( y ) ) s i g n ( x - y ) < X\x-y\, foranyx,y e R+, (1.6) 
for some X > 0, then, Theorem 3.1 is valid if the system of ODEs (2.1) is replaced by 
rut = x u ( N - u ) ( u - 0 1 ( u , u ) ) + g ( u ) , r > 0 , 
\ut = Xu(N - u ) _ ( u - 0 2 ( u , u ) ) + g ( u ) , r > 0 , 
[o < u0 < u0 < u0 < oo, 
where 0i and <fi2 are defined in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. To obtain a similar result that in Theorem 1.1, the solution of the 
previous ODE system has to satisfy 
u, u —• 1, as t —• oo. 
2. Analysis of the associated ODE system 
In this section we consider the system of ODE's associated to the nonlinear system of PDE's 
Xu(N -u)(u -<pi(u, u)) + Xu{\ - u ) , t > 0, 
Xu(N -u)(u -<p2(u, u)) +Xu{\ - u ) , t > 0, (2.1) 
with initial conditions 
u(0) = u0, u(0) = u0, (2.2) 
where 0i(-, •) and <fi2(-, •) are defined by 
, . _ \u if u < N, ©i(u, u) = 1= -e- . ., (2.3) r l v
- '
 y
 lu lfu > N, *• ; 
, . _ \u if u < N, 
</>2(u, u) = i . f - ^ . ' (2.4) r A
- '
 y
 lu ifu > N. v ' 
To begin with, let us make sure that the initial ordering 0 < u0 < u0 is inherited by the solution. Moreover we shall 
prove that (u, u) is actually global in time and bounded, results which we present in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. The solution to the system (2.1)-(2.2) exists in (0, oo). Moreover, under the assumption 
0 < UQ < u0 < oo (2.5) 
the solution satisfies 
0 < u < u < max{u0, N, 1} for any t < oo. (2.6) 
Proof. It is easy to observe that the functions 
X~u(N -u)(u- 0i(u, u)) + A.u(l - u) 
and 
XM(N -u)(u-(p2(u, u)) + A.u(l - u) 
are continuous and locally Lipschitz in u and u. In fact, (2.1)-(2.2) is locally well posed and there exists an unique local 
solution for t e (0, Tmax) such that, if Tmax < oo, we have |u(rmax) | + |u(rmax) | = oo. 
Since max{u0, N, 1} is a super-solution to the first equation and u = 0 is a sub-solution to the second equation in (2.1), 
we have, by uniqueness of solutions, that 
0 < u, u < max{u0, N, 1}. 
To prove u < u, we argue by contradiction. Hence, if u < u is false, then, there exist some positive t0 < Tmax such that 
u(t0) = u ( t 0 ) , u(r) <u ( r ) f o r r < r 0 . (2.7) 
The solution to (2.1)-(2.2), with initial data u(t0) = u(t0), satisfies u = u for any t > t0. We extend such solution to 
(t0 — e, t0) to have u = u for t e (t0 — e, t0 + e) which contradicts (2.7) and proves that 
u(t)<u(t) f o r t e (0,Tmax). (2.8) 
(2.7) and (2.8) prove Tmax = oo and concludes the proof. • 
In order to analyze the system (2.1 )-(2.2) we consider two different cases, N < 1 andN > 1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let us assume that N < 1 andUg < 1, then: 
1. Under the assumption u0 > 1 we find that the solution u to the first equation in (2.1) is given by 
m = ^ . (2.9) 
l + u 0 ( e A t - l ) 
2. ' / u0 > 1 and X > x< then 
u -+ 1 as t -+ oo. (2.10) 
3. Let u0 > 1 > u0 > 0 then, if 
t ^ > N , (2.11) 
or 
(UQ — max{u0, l})x + X > 0, (2.12) 
we have 
u ^ l ast^oo. (2.13) 
Proof. 1. Since u0 > 1 > N we have that <fi^(u) = u and then, u satisfies 
ut = Xu{\ —u), 
which solution is given by (2.9). 
2. Notice that u satisfies 
yt = X " ( N ~ y)(y - u) + ^u(i - y), 
which implies 
" t > "(1 - U)(X(" - ") + >•) > "(1 - ")(^ " X"). (2-14) 
Since u = , -"° e u ,,, there exists t0 > 0, such that 1 — u < ^V^ and this is equivalent to 
l+uo(e x t - l )* u . — 2X H 
x - x 
u(l - u ) ( X - x u ) >M(1 -M) - , fort > t0. (2.15) 
In view of (2.14) and (2.15), we have 
x - x 
Mt — MO — M) ) f° r t > t0, 
and therefore 
lim u > 1. 
Eq. (2.6) and Lemma 2.1 end the proof in this case. 
3. We consider two different cases: UQ > N and UQ < N 
• If u0 > N, the solution satisfies 
Mt = ^M(l ~~ M) 
and the solution is given by 
u - ^ 
1) 
which satisfies (2.13). 
If u0 < N, we have 
ut = X " ( N - M)(M - ") + ^MO - M) 
and since u = „ _"°eu „,, which is a monotone decreasing function, thus, as far as u < N, 
Mt > XM(W - M)(M - "o) + ^"(1 - M), 
which implies 
Mt >M(1 - M ) ( ^ + X ( M - " O ) ) -
Since u0 satisfies (2.12), we have ut|t=o > 0 and therefore 
^ + X (M - "o) > A. + x (Mo - "o) > 0, 
and then u satisfies 
Mt — eM(l — M)> 
as far as u < N, for e := k + x (Mo ~~ "o) < Aand 
une
et 
UQVC — 1 ) 
as far as u < N. If N < 1, there exists t0 < oo such that u = N,ut = ku{\ — u), for t > t0 as we wanted to prove. • 
Lemma 2.3. We assume that N > 1. 
1. There exists t0 > 0 such that u(to) < N. 
2. Let u0 G [1, N] and 0 < u0 < u0 < oo. Then, under the assumption 
kN>2x, (2.16) 
we have 
u, u ^ l a s t ^ oo. (2.17) 
Proof. 1. Since the case u0 < N is trivial, we just consider the case u0 > N, where u satisfies 
ut = ku{\ — u) 
as far as u > N. Therefore we have 
u0e
xt
 . 1 , N(u0 - 1) 
u = for t < — In . 
l + u 0 ( e A t - l ) ~k U o ( N - l ) 
Thenu = N for t = I In - v*°~?,, and the proof in the first case finishes. 
A uo(N-l ) ' ^ _ 
Notice that it is enough to consider the case u0 < N, which is study the next part of the proof. 
2. Since u0 > Mo w e have 
ut = Xu(N-u)(u-u)+ku(-[ - u ) , (2.18) 
ut = xu(N-u)(u-u)+ku(-[ - u ) . (2.19) 
Notice that by (2.5), u = N is a supersolution to (2.18), and therefore 
ut <xNu(u-u)+ku(-[-u). (2.20) 
In the same way we have 
Mt > xNu(u-u) +ku(\ -u). (2.21) 
System (2.20), (2.21) is treated as in [11]. Since 0 < u < u it results 
= <xN(u-u)+X(-[ - u ) , 
u 
— >xN(u-u)+X(-[ - u ) . 
u 
We subtract both equations to obtain 
— [ lnu- lnu] < (2xN -k)(u-u). (2.22) 
After integration over (0, t), we get that 
U tin 
I n - < l n — , U Uo 
i.e., 
Uo-
—u < u. 
"o 
Since the initial data satisfies u0 > 1 we notice that 
u > 1. 
Therefore, we have 
Uo 
— < u. 
"0 
Thanks to (2.22), (2.24) and Mean Value Theorem, we obtain 
d r - . "n ,. _ . , 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
[ lnu- lnu l < (2xN-A)E a ( lnu- lnu) (2.25) 
dtL J u0 
and after integration we conclude 
[ lnu- lnu] -+ 0, 
and thanks to (2.23) the proof ends. • 
3. Comparison argument 
In this section we detail the computations of the comparison argument which establishes the connection between 
(2.1)-(2.2)and(1.3). 
Theorem 3.1. Let u0 e L°°{£2) and /3 > 0 such that 
P < Uo — uo < "o inQ. 
Then, the solution (u, v) of (1.3) fulfills 
U<u<u, u<v<u (x, t) G i? x (0, oo). (3.1) 
In order to prove the theorem we introduce the following notations: 
U(x, r) := u(x, t) - u(r), U(x, t) := u(x, t) - u(t), 
V(x, t) := ii(x, t) - u(r), V(x, t) := v{x, t) - u{t), 
and the standard positive and negative part functions: 
t \ _ I s i f s - °' /- \ _ t \ 
(s)+ - JO otherwise ( s ) - ~ (" s )+-
Notice that (1.3) is equivalent to 
ut - Au = -x(N - 2u)Vu • Vii + x"(N - " ) ( " - v) +g(u) ini?T, 
—Aw + v = u ini?T, 
du dv (3.3) 
— = — = 0 , in 312, *• ; 
3n 3n 
u(0,x) = u0(x) in i?. 
Then U satisfies the following PDE 
JJt - AU = -x(N -2u)VU • Vv + xu(N - u){u - v) - xu(N - u)(u - fafu, u)) + g(u) -g(u). (3.4) 
—s— 1 —s—1 
We take U+ as test function in (3.4), i.e., multiply by U+ for 
s : = m a x | - + l , 7 J . (3.5) 
For technical reasons due to Sobolev embeddings we have to consider s > ^, that will be detailed at the end of the proof. 
We integrate by parts over Q to obtain, after some routinary computations: 
1 d 
s dt • f lf+ + (s-l) f U
5
+
 2 | W + | 2 = -X f U+ \N ~ 2u)VU+ • Vv + f U+ \g(u) - g(u)) 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
+
 X [ Us+\u{N-u){u-v)-u{N-u){u-4>i(u,u))l (3.6) 
Ja 
In order to prove the theorem we consider the following technical lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Let Q c V" for p e N, p e (max{|, 1}, oo) and v the solution to 
—Av + v = u, x G £2, 
dv (3.7) 
— = 0 , X G d£2, y ' 
3n 
for u G LP(J2). Then, for any q < oo the following inequalities holds: 
\\V+\\ma) < C(f2,q,p)\\U+\\LP(Q) (3.8) 
and 
l|V_||tf(fl) < C{n,q,p)\\U_\\Lv(a). (3.9) 
Proof. Thanks to (3.2) we may rewrite (3.7) as follows 
I -AV + V = TJ, X G I 2 , dV — = 0 , X G 3 I 2 . 
3n 
We consider now V\, the solution to the problem 
-AV1+V1=U+, X G I 2 , 
dV1 
— - = 0, X G 3 I 2 , 
3n 
and apply maximum principle to have that V\ > 0. Since U+ G LP(J2) we obtain 
ll^illw2.P(«) < Ci(&)\\U+\\u>(,n), 
thanks to the embedding W2-P(J2) <-^  1°°{Q) forp > \ we have that, 
ll^illw(fl) < C2(fi)||Vr1||VV2,P(i2) < C3{Q)\\U+\\Lp{a) foranyq < oo. (3.10) 
Since U < U+, by maximum principle we get that V < V\ and therefore 
0<V+<(V1)+ = V1, 
which implies, 
l|V+||w(«) < ||Villi«(«) foranyq < oo. (3.11) 
Thanks to (3.10) and (3.11) we have (3.8). The same argument proves (3.9) and the proof ends. • 
Lemma 3.3. For any e > 0 arbitrary there exists a positive constant k(e) such that, with the above notations, the below inequality 
holds 
[ [Xu(N - u)(u -v)- Xu(N -u)(u- faQu, u ) ) ] ^ 1 
Ja 
I [ lf+2 + k(e) [ Us++k(e) [ 
Ja Ja Ja 
, s+ l 
"
s+2 , ,,(+? , T7S+1 
< - X ( l - e ) / t/  k( ) / +  (e) / W+ + V+ +Y!JZ + V+ +V++VS_]. (3.12) 
la 
Proof. Since u = U + u, we have 
u(N - u)(u - v) - u(N - u)(u - 0!(u, u)) = U(N - U)(u - v) - Uu(u - v) + u(N - 17) (u - v) 
-u
2(u - v) -u(N -u)(u - cj>i(u,u)) 
and after some computations, we obtain that 
u(N -u){u-v) -u(N -u)(u-fa(u,u)) = U(N -U -2u){u-v) +u(N-u)[U-v + <p1]. 
Taking into account that u — v = U — V, we deduce the following 
US~\U(N -U -2u)(U - V) +u(N -u)(U - (v - 0i))] 
= Tf+(N - U - 2u)(U - V) + u(N -u)(Us+ -(v- fa)!?^). 
In order to bound the terms in the above equation, we distinguish three different cases: 
Case I. u > N. 
In this case, N — u < 0 and 0i = u, then 
US+(N -U - 2u)(U -V) + u(N -u)(Tf+-(v- <pi)U5+l) 
= Tf+(N - U - 2u)(U - V) + u(N -u)(Us+ - V U+ 1 ) . (3.13) 
Notice that since U+U = U+ we have 
US+(N - U - 2u)(U - V) = 17+(N - U + - 2u)(U+ - V). 
We apply the positive part function to the term which contains V to obtain 
-US+(N -17+ - 2u)V < l-Us+(N -U+- 2u)V]+. 
In this case (N — u < 0) we deduce that N — U+ — 2u < 0 to get 
[-17+(N -U+- 2u)V]+ = -US+(N -U+- 2u)V+ (3.14) 
which gives 
US+(N -17+ - 2u)(U+ -V)< US+(N -17+ - 2u)(U+ - V+). 
In the second term of (3.13), since u(N —u)< Owe have 
u(N - u)(Tf+ - VUS^) < u(N - u)(Tf+ - V+U+1). 
Therefore 
US+(N - U - 2u)(U - V) + u(N -u)(Tf+-(v- 0 i ) U + ^ 
<Tf+(N -U+- 2u)(U+ - V+) + u(N - u)(Zf+ - V+Us^) 
= - U ' + 2 + F ' + 1 (N -2U + V+) - Vs (N - 2u)V+ + u(N - u)I7+ - u(N - u)V+U5~\ 
Since 
U,V+<U+ + /<1(s)V++ , 
then 
U+\N - 2u) - US+(N - 2u)V+ < k(s, ||u||Lco)Vs++1. 
Thanks to the previous inequality and 
ns++V+ <
 e i i f + m v s + \ ir;% < — v s + + -V+ (3.i5) 
s s 
we have 
-US++2 + t/++1 (N - 2u + V+) - U5+(N - 2u)V+ + u(N -u)U5+- u(N - u)V+U5+ l 
< - ( 1 - e)If++2 + k(e)Vs+2k2(s) (v^1 + V+ + If+) . 
Then, forN — u < 0, we obtain that 
/ [Xu(N - u)(u -v)- Xu(N -u)(u- ^ (u , u))]T?~* 
Ja 
< -x (1 - e) / U+2 + k(e) [ V+2 + k(s) [ V*? +VS++ T?+. (3.16) 
Ja Ja Ja 
Case II. N - u > 0 and u + u <N. 
In this case we have 
u(N - u) > 0, N -U -2u = N -u-u<0, <j>x = u 
and 
Jf+(N -U- 2u)(U - V) + u(N - u)(Us+ -(v- <pi)U5+l) 
= US+(N-U- 2u)(U -V)+ u(N - u)^ - Vlf^1). (3.17) 
As in Case I, we know that U+U = U+ and therefore 
Jf+(N -U- 2u) (U-V)+ u(N - u) (If+ - VZf+_1) 
= US+(N -U+- 2u)(U+ -V)+ u(N - u)(U+ - VU+1)-
The term —U+(N — U+ — 2u)V is treated in the following way 
US+(N -U+- 2u)(U+ - V) = US+(N-U+- 2u)(U+ -V + u-u) 
<US+(N-U+- 2u)(U+ + V_ + u - u). 
Since N — u > 0 we have that the last term in (3.17) is bound by 
u(N - u)(Us+ - VUS+1) < u(N -u)(Us+ + V_Zf+_1) 
and therefore 
Jf+(N -U- 2u) (U-V)+ u(N - u) (Us+ - VUS+1) 
< US+(N -U+ - 2u)(U+ + V_ +u - u) + u(N - u)(Us+ + VjU^1). 
Notice that since N — U+ — 2u < N and u — u < N we have that 
US+(N -U+ - 2u)(V_ +u-u) < /<!(U^ + us+y_j. 
Thanks to the positivity of u and u + u < N we have that U+ < N which implies 
/<!(!/+ + us+v_) < ki(i?+ +NU+W_) 
and 
Tf+iN -TJ+- 2u)U+ < -Us++2 + N2US+. 
To conclude this case, we proceed as in case I. By (3.15), it results 
f [Xu(N-u)(u-v)-xu(N-iT)(u-h(u,u))]Us;' <-X f U^ + k f % + VS_, (3.18) 
Ja Ja Ja 
for some positive constant k. 
Case III. N - u > 0 and u + u>N. 
In this case, we have u(N — u) > 0 and 0i = u, then: 
Jf+(N -U- 2u)(U -V) + u(N - u)(Us+ -(v- <pi)U5+l) 
= US+(N-U- 2u)(U -V) + u(N - u)^ - Vjf^1). 
As in previous cases we use the equality U+U = U+ to obtain 
Jf+(N -U- 2u) (U-V) + u(N - u) (If+ - VU5'1) 
= If, (N -U+- 2u)(U+ -V)+ u(N - u)(U+ - VU^1)-
Notice that (N - U+ - 2u) = (N - u - u) < 0 and the term 
- U S + ( N - U + - 2 u ) V 
in the above inequality is bounded as in case I, i.e. 
-US+(N -U+- 2u)V < -US+(N -U+- 2u)V+. 
Thanks to Young's inequality we know that 
v+m^HswT + uT 
and we obtain 
U+(N -U+- 2u)(U+ - V+) = (N -U+- 2u)(lT 
< (N -U+ -2u)(U[ 
•s+l 
v+u+) 
•s+l W+'-kisW^^kAsXV+' + u+V:1) 
<k(vs^ + us+ + k2vs^). 
_ _ —s—1 
The remaining term —u(N — u)VU+ is treated as in case II, i.e. 
-u(N - u)^ - Vjf^1) < u(N - u)(Us+ + VJJ+1). 
Thanks to the assumption u < N and Young's inequality we obtain 
U(N-U)(U5+ + v_u5;1) < ^(Us+ + v_u5;1) 
<k(s)(U5++Vs_). 
Thanks to (3.19) and (3.20), we obtain after integration over Q 
(3.19) 
J a 
:(N -u){u-v) - xu(N -u)(JJ - <p1(u,u))]U+ < k f K1 
J a 
,s+1 s s -1 
+ v^-' +u++v_. 
Therefore, as a consequence of (3.16), (3.18) and (3.21), the proof of the lemma ends. • 
Lemma 3.4. For any e > 0 arbitrary there exists a positive constant k(e) such that the following inequality holds: 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
/ XI U
S
+\N- 2U)VUVV < x ( _ _ + 6 ) / t/++2 + (a2 + e) / L/s++1 
la Vs + 1 / J a J a 
Jn 
+ fc(e) / (U+ + Vs+Z + Vs+l +VS_) 
i a 
for 
(2u-H 2 ( u - u ) 
a2 := x sup + —— t>o V s s + l 
(3.22) 
Proof. We multiply the term — x (N — 2u)VUVv by U+ to deduce that 
-XU, (N-2u)VUVv 
After space integration, we obtain 
'N 2tT 
-XU+ (N - 2U+ - 2u)VU+Vv 
~ 'N 2u 
-xv 
X J a L V 
UA 
2
 -uT 
s + l 
U, 
Vv = x 
2
 m+ i 
s + l 
Vv. 
Jn\_\ 
Jn\_\ 
J a \ 
N 2u 
u: 
2
 -ui+1 
[/ 
s s 
N 2u 
s s 
N 2u 2 
s s s + l 
s + l 
2 
Aw 
7 s+i 
s + l 
( U - D ) 
1/+ l / + ( u - u ) . 
We consider two different cases: 
(3.23) 
Case 1. ^ - ^ - -+U+ > 0. 
S S 5+1 ^ — 
In that case we have 
(u _ „) = -us+(u -V)<- (V++1 - lf+V+) 
Case 2. 
-Us++1 + u5+v+ < - Z / f + U + : +/<(s)v+: 
and 2 ^ < - , we deduce 
S+l 5 ' 
/N 2u 2 \ s -5+i 
- X — ( " " " ) l/+(u - «) < fc(s)V++ . 
\ s s s + 1 / ^ ^ 
- - - - 4r^+ < 0. 
s s s + l T — 
In that case we have that 
/ N 2u 2 - \ - s / N 2u 2 - , - s , - , 
- x ( - - — - _ _ L / ) U + ( u - t ; ) < - x ( - - — -U)U+(U+ + V_+u-u) s + l s s + l 
< a i F ^ 2 + a2Zr,+1 + a3TT, + a i ^ U ^ 1 + a2V_U5,, 
for 
and 
2x /lu-N 2 ( u - u ) 
ai := ——r; 0 2 : = x s u p + —— 
s + l
 t>o V s s + l 
/ N 2 u \ 
03 : = x s u p I ( u - u ) -
t>0 \ s s / 
Notice that, thanks to Holder Inequality we have 
/ N 2u 2 _ \ _ s 
V s s s + 1 / + V s + 1 
2
 +e)ijr+(a2+e)ur 
+ k(e)(U, + Vs+2 + Vs+l + Vs)-
(3 
(3 
After integration the proof of the lemma is complete. • 
End of the proof of Theorem 3.1 
Notice that, by assumption (1.6), we have 
J a Jii 
ks to (3.12), (3.22) and 
f' zr+ + (s - 1 ) /' u 
J a J a 
Then, than (3.26), Eq. (3.6) becomes 
1 d C —s f —s-2 — i / 2 
1/ s l ) / U+ IVU+I2 < X . J _ 1 
s d t j f l + J.Q \ s + l ( + - < - )//++2+<^>//++1 
J f2 i^zj J f2 
for; := {sf+,s + 2,s + l,s}. 
We notice that, fors > ^ and thanks to Lemma 3.2 
i 
/ V+ < C(s, 12) / IJS+ S and / V__ < C(s, Q) / 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
We take now 
1 
(3 
(3 
and s > 7, as in (3.5), from (3.27) we have 
/ir;<-|/iTr +
 k l/nr + /c2E 
Ja A Ja Ja
 jey 
I^+IILS(«) + II^-HLS(«))-
Since 
* 7 7 s + 2 , i 7 7 s + 1 ^ 2 'C177S 
•-U +kxU < —l-U 
2 X 
we obtain 
1 d 
s dt / u
5
+<k3J2(\\v+ W'ma) + H^-lt^))- (3-28) 
Notice that j > s for any j e J. In the same way we prove 
1 d 
s dt .,« HL
S(«) + II^-HLS(«))- (3.29) 
We add both expressions to conclude 
~ ( | | U + | | i s + \\U_\\[s) < 2k3 ^ ( l |U+ | | J L S + \\U_\\[s). 
s
 je; 
Since j > s for anyj G J, Gronwall's lemma ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. • 
4. Global existence and uniqueness of classical solutions 
Taking into account the results obtained in Theorem 3.1, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, to have the complete proof of Theorem 1.1 
we only need the global existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.3). Consequently, we establish the existence of smooth 
solutions to (1.3) as follows: 
Theorem 4.1. We consider u0 e C2'a(J2), for some a e (0, 1) and we assume that there exists /3, such that 
0 < fi < u0 forx&Q. 
Then, for any T < oo there exists a unique classical solution to (1.3) 
2+a,l+f — 
u, v G Cxt (S2T). 
Proof. The existence proof follows a standard fixed point argument in C° (i?T) for T < oo. Let S be defined as follows: 
S := {u G C°(J2T) such that 0 < u < M}, 
where M := max{l, N, sup{u0}}. Notice that S is abounded set in C°{QT). Let; : S -+ C°(i?T) defined by 
/(") = ", 
where u satisfies the equation 
ut - Au = -x(u(N -u)Vv) • Vu + X"(N - " ) ( " - v) +kg(u), (4.1) 
and v is the solution to the problem 
-Av + v = u, x G Q. (4.2) 
Notice that v G W2-P(i?) for p < oo, see Agmon, Doughs and Nirenberg [13]. Thanks to Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1, 
standard theory gives us 
u G Yp := Lp((0, T); W2'P(I2)) n Wl>p{{0, T); LP(I2)), forp < oo. 
After routinary computations we see that 
7 : S -+ Lp((0, T); W2'P(I2)) n W1 'p((0, T); lr\Q)) 
is a continuous function. Since Yp is compactly embedded in C°(i?T),7(S) is a relatively compact set in C°(J2T) and there 
exists at least a fixed point of j in S, the solution to the problem. Standard arguments in parabolic equations shows 
a 9L 2+a -
uniqueness of solutions. Since u G YP we have that u G Cx't2 {Qj) and then v G Cxt '2 {Qj) therefore we have that 
Vu, x"(N -u){u- v)+g(u) G C"J(J2T) 
since u0 G C2'a(J2) we have that, by linear parabolic theory (see for instance [14, Theorem IV. 5.3, p. 320]) 
_ 2 + a , l + f — 
u G Cx>t 2 (QT) 
and also have 
2+a,l+f — 
v G Cx>t (I2T). 
The proof ends taking limits as T -> oo. D 
Corollary 4.2. • // N < 1 the steady state (u, t>) G [L°°(&)]2 of (1.3) satisfying 
0 < u, 0 < t>, (4.3) 
are given by 
(u, D) = (0, 0) or (u, D) = ( 1 , 1 ) . 
• // N > 1 and AN > 2x, the unique steady state (u, t>) G [ L 0 0 ^ ) ] 2 O/ (1.3) satisfying 
0 < u, 0 < i), (4.4) 
is given by 
(u,t0 = ( l , l ) . 
Proof. We consider first the case N < 1, then, after integration over Q in the first equation of (1.3) we have 
(4.5) ju=ju\ 
J a J a 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 show that u < 1 and thanks to (4.3) and (4.5) the proof ends for the case N < 1. 
In a similar way we prove the second case. • 
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